Hello,
Thank you for your interest in the Tricks 4 Treats Pet Dog Training Advanced Course.
Receiving this information means that you have completed the Novice and/or the
Intermediate Courses with us, and reached a stage where you are ready to further your
dogs’ skills and continue to enjoy the benefits of training. If you are new to Tricks 4
Treats, welcome, we’re sure you are going to thoroughly enjoy the content of your
course.
As you might have been made aware, the Advanced Course takes on a new level of
training that is different from what you may have become accustomed to. We will use
all of the skills that you have taught your dog to date, but increase the level of
difficulty and offer further distractions, aswell as including a fun element to your
training. The main objective is to have fun. All that has been taught continues to
require ‘proofing’, this means to enable dogs’ to continue carrying out your requests
in a variety of ways, which you can then encourage in different environments and
situations. The more you help your dog to generalise, the better they will understand.
This course will run for 1 hour per week over 8 weeks. Elements of this course will
include the following:










Emergency Wait/Down
Out of Sight Wait/Stay
Control with Distraction – On & Off lead
Fun Tricks - taught as a group
Fun indoor agility – low impact
Distracted exercises with all dogs working together
Various exercises that include close walking with dogs off lead
Tricks….LOTS of trick.
Plus much more…

It is important to know that although your dog may have spent time in our
environment before, being around new and different dogs’ can excite even the most
placid of natures. Therefore, in order to maintain good control at all times, week one
will not offer the same challenges as future weeks, but more a chance to allow the
dogs’ to settle in with each other, with no real expectations. We will progress all
abilities at a steady pace to ensure that your dog fully understands what is expected of
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them, which in turn will help to relax all course participants who will benefit long
term.
It is important, as always, to remain consistent with any training that you undertake,
the level of success you will enjoy will depend on how much time, care and attention
has been put into your training.
We will continue to use high value foods to reward your dogs’, it works and it’s a fast
educator for dogs. However, we may also incorporate the use of toys as rewards,
assuming your dog enjoys this type of reward.
As always, Tricks 4 Treats aim is to ensure that you and your dog enjoy your training
time with us. All methods and techniques used will ensure that your dog does not
experience any physical or emotional harm during your training time with us.
Our training methods are based on proven scientific research to ensure that we remain
modern in our knowledge and skills and of course provide you with the means to
continue enjoying this side of your life with your dogs. The Association of Pet Dogs
Trainers UK & Pet Professional Guild policies/code of ethics is continued throughout
all training classes and courses, we are consistently kind, fair and effective in our
approach.
Of course, should you require any additional information or assistance, please do
contact us using the details provided at the foot of this letter, we are always happy to
help.
We hope to see you soon.
Kind regards
Jo Conibere
MAPDT 00953
Full Trainer Member - Pet Professional Guild
Trainer Member - Space Dogs
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Advanced Course Booking Form
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________
Post Code:_______________ Tel:________________ Mobile ___________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________
Dogs Name:_______________________________ Dogs Age/D.O.B:____________
Neutered: _________ If so, when?_________________________________________
Breed/ Crossbreed Please Specify:________________________________Sex:M/F
Where did you purchase your dog? Please state, breeder, rescue, privately rehomed
etc
_____________________________________________________________________
How long have you owned your dog?_______________________________________
What do you feed your dog and when? Please state brand/s____________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Does your dog have any known allergies? Please state_________________________
Do you or your dog have any medical history we need to be aware of? If so, please
provide further details___________________________________________________
Registered Veterinary Practice:____________________________________________
Have you undertaken any ‘professional’ training to date? If yes, please provide
further details__________________________________________________________
Please state if your dog shows any signs of fear, nervousness, extreme excitement,
excessive barking, low tolerance towards dogs’ and/or people or any other
behavioural issue - Please Note that full assistance for any behaviour problem is
available. Please use a separate sheet of paper if necessary___________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Course: _____________________________________________________________
How did you hear about Tricks 4 Treats?___________________________________
Would you like to receive information about Tricks 4 Treats or Your Dogs Needs
(Online Store) via email?________________________________________________

Payment
Please tick your chosen method of payment from one of the following:


Enclosed £80.00 cash



Enclosed a cheque for £80.00 (made payable to ‘Tricks 4 Treats’)



Made a direct bank transfer of £80.00 (BACS) (Please use your full name as
reference against your payment):
o Account Name: Tricks 4 Treats
o Account Number: 41476023
o Sort Code: 09-06-66



Card payment via debit or credit card (VISA, Mastercard, Maestro accepted)
o Upon receipt of your completed booking form we will call you to take
payment of £80.00.



I have made a card payment of £80.00 via the telephone on: Date__________
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Declaration
I understand that my dog must be on a lead (unless under instruction) and under my
control at all times, including during training and whilst entering and leaving the
training premises.
I understand that I am expected to clear up after my dog and dispose of any matter
appropriately in the outside bins provided.
I understand that a refund will not be issued if cancellation is requested 2 weeks prior
to my course commencing, unless under exceptional circumstances. Any potential
cancellation will be discussed before a decision is made. If my place can be filled at
the time of my request, a full refund will be issued.
I understand that the following is NOT accepted or tolerated in any Tricks 4 Treats
training classes:







NO choke/check chains, prong/pinch collars/electric shock collars
NO sound or remotely activated collars of any kind
NO retractable/flexi/extendable/slip Leads
NO aversion ‘tool’, such as rattle cans, water sprays, correction sprays,
rolled up newspapers etc
NO harsh handling of any kind
NO physical punishment of any kind

I have read and fully accept the terms and conditions set out by Tricks 4 Treats and
agree to meet the terms of their policies at all times.
Print Name: ___________________________________________________________
Signed: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________________________
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